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The Cultural Translation 
of Battlers Poetry (Dagong shige)
Maghiel van Crevel
Contemporary mainland-Chinese poetry displays a great deal of 
diversity and dynamism.1 Battlers poetry 打工詩歌 is a relatively 
recent arrival. Further to some initial observations (van Crevel 
2017a, 2017c), this essay delves deeper into battlers poetry and its 
interactions with other poetry “departments,” particularly that of 
avant-garde poetry 先鋒詩歌. It does so from the perspective of 
cultural translation. As I will argue, this is especially helpful for 
understanding the dynamics of battlers poetry, and of “poetry” at 
large as a discursive space in China today. While I hope to contribute 
elsewhere to the analysis of individual poems and oeuvres (such as in 
2017b), this essay engages primarily with the discourse surrounding 
the poetry.
Chinese avant-garde poetry is a known quantity in foreign 
scholarship. Here, it bears reiteration that in post-Cultural 
Revolution China, over the years, the term “avant-garde” 先鋒 has 
become progressively less associated with the radicalism it connotes 
in Western contexts. By now, almost paradoxically, many of the best-
established poets count as avant-garde. Battlers poetry is just 
beginning to come into view outside China, in publications by 
scholars such as Sun Wanning, Justyna Jaguścik, Heather Inwood, 
1　In addition to published material, this essay draws on fieldwork in China 
from September 2016 to June 2017. Where it occasionally uses a turn of 
phrase taken from van Crevel 2017a and 2017b, I have not attempted to 
reword for the sake of rewording.
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Gong Haomin, Amy Dooling and Eleanor Goodman—and in labor 
rights activism and general media, because of its provenance in the 
underside to China’s economic miracle. In Chinese, battlers poetry 
has engendered huge amounts of scholarship and media coverage. 
In a nutshell, battlers poetry is writing by the underclass of 
domestic migrant workers who have flocked from the Chinese 
countryside to the cities since the 1980s. Many of these people work 
and live under horrifying conditions, in material, legal and civic 
terms. They have limited access to basic rights unless they obtain an 
urban household registration, which is generally very difficult and 
often impossible. The most prominent genre within a broader 
category of battlers literature 打工文學 that also includes fiction, 
reportage, essays and drama, battlers poetry has emerged in the 
public realm over the last twenty years or so, spreading from “the 
workshop of the world” in Guangdong—Shenzhen, Dongguan and 
the wider Pearl River Delta—to other places in China. The hardships 
and the social injustice of migrant worker life are among its most 
conspicuous themes, from labor and subsistence conditions to 
feelings of displacement, nostalgia and existential alienation. 
Inspired by an Australian colloquialism, “battlers poetry” is my 
current favorite among various possible English renditions of the 
Chinese 打工詩歌, which has also been rendered as “dagong poetry,” 
through transliteration instead of translation.2 “Working-for-the-
boss poetry” is probably the most literal translation and “migrant 
worker poetry” the clearest to a general audience, even if it really 
translates another Chinese original, 農民工詩歌, literally ‘rural 
migrant worker poetry.’ “Battler” might just be the closest we are 
going to get to saying “precariat” without saying “precariat”—that is, 
to a register and connotations that are in sync with those of the 
Chinese term: colloquial, concise, pejorative yet proud.
Cultural Translation
The notion of cultural translation has been with us for some time. In 
broad strokes, it can mean three things (Pym 2014; Conway 2012; 
2　https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battler_(underdog), accessed 1 August 
2017. I am grateful to David Kelly for bringing the Aussie battler to my 
attention.
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Bassnett 2013; Sturge 2011).
1. Culturally inflected interlingual translation. Here, the 
translation actively engages with the cultural context of the source 
text, in the target language text itself or its paratexts (notes, afterwords 
etc.). The translator acts on the awareness that interlingual 
translation is inherently a cultural affair that goes beyond linguistic 
re-expression, and that the texts in question are inextricable from 
their contexts in both the source language and the target language. 
While the resultant translation strategies have been part of 
translational practice forever, they have received systematic attention 
in cultural approaches to the study of translation that became 
established in the early 1990s. Continuing to evolve and diversify, 
such approaches explicitly position translation in the wider field of 
culture. This makes it possible, for instance, to mobilize Foucauldian 
notions of power and discourse in translation studies, but it also plays 
out in textually-concrete settings such as the translator’s negotiation 
of locally dominant readings of imagery: say, the sun as symbolizing 
Mao Zedong 毛澤東 in China during the Cultural Revolution. In the 
present context, Eleanor Goodman’s textual, paratextual and 
epitextual translations of battlers poetry come to mind (Qin 2016; 
Goodman 2017).
2. Translational aspects of anthropological practice. Here, what is 
being translated are (non-textual) aspects of a culture, first from the 
ethnographer’s experience into their fieldnotes and then into 
published scholarship aimed at a readership that is foreign to the 
culture in question. This may or may not include interlingual 
translation, with or without the aid of an interpreter. The variety 
known as “the translation of cultures,” where cultures are represented 
as discrete and bounded and the (Western) researcher’s analysis as 
superior to the (non-Western) native experience, is compromised by 
its association with colonialism and was discredited as such by Talal 
Asad over three decades ago, but the notion of translating culture—
as distinct from lingual text but not excluding it—remains useful and 
is by no means incompatible with a postcolonialist outlook. An 
example would be Inwood’s research on poetry events in early 21st-
century China (2014, ch. 3).
3. The general activity of communication between cultural groups, 
in the words of Anthony Pym (138), or the different forms of 
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negotiation that people engage in when they are displaced from one 
cultural community into another, according to Kyle Conway (21); 
Susan Bassnett summarizes cultural translation in this sense as 
translation understood figuratively as movements between cultures 
(2013, 343), and Kate Sturge calls it the very fabric of culture (67). 
With direct linkage to postcolonial migration, Homi Bhabha’s 
notion of the performative nature of cultural communication (326) is 
the locus classicus that proposes translation can mean something 
radically different from its conventional denotation as interlingual. 
Key points are that cultural translation in this sense is not only or 
primarily about texts but also or primarily about people—and, one 
might add, about institutions, events, discourses, and so on; that it 
does not necessarily involve more than one language; and that it is 
associated with displacement and diaspora, with hybridity and in-
betweenness, and with oppression, resistance and conflict. Pym’s, 
Conway’s, Bassnett’s and Sturge’s definitions appear in state-of-the-
field essays on the emergence, development and significance of 
cultural translation in this sense. As for an example from contemporary 
Chinese poetry, this is precisely what the present essay hopes to offer.
Different from portrayals of types 1, 2 and 3 as being mutually 
irrelevant, exclusive or in competition, I believe we stand to gain 
from letting them operate alongside one another as the material 
permits or requires, respecting their distinction and being alert to 
moments of synergy. For this essay, however, I am mostly interested 
in type 3.
Type 3 is controversial. Its detractors emphasize issues such as 
its metaphorical nature—meaning it isn’t the real deal, so to speak—
and the expansion of the notion of translation to the point of 
meaninglessness; the utopianism of the ideal of cultural translation 
and the concomitant risk of sloppy thinking about actual translational 
practice; the absurdity of “translation without translations” in 
monolingual environments, of data but also of research; and the 
danger of translation in this sense eclipsing alterity rather than 
identifying and foregrounding it (Bassnett 2013, 343–45; Conway 
2012, 23–24; Pym 2014, 154–56; Sturge 2011, 67, Trivedi 2007).
While I can see where these objections come from, it seems to 
me that having type 3 around is mostly a good thing. The angry 
anxiety of scholars such as Harish Trivedi appears to imply an 
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unrealistic and unwarranted sense of exclusive ownership over terms 
whose denotations and connotations are bound to shift and change 
over time. No one is forcing anyone else to desist from defining 
translation as an interlingual (literary)textual operation in whatever 
it is they are working on. Indeed, isn’t it a cause for joy if new readings 
of particular terminology turn out to have purchase on new areas of 
inquiry, as Doris Bachmann-Medick argues in her portrayal of 
translation as an analytical category across the full breadth of the 
humanities, whose impact constitutes a “translational turn”?
Further to these generic considerations, there are specific 
reasons why working with the notion of cultural translation within 
the study of literature—as distinct from, say, the study of society, in 
frameworks such as those of history, anthropology, sociology and 
cultural studies—can be especially rewarding. At the risk of stating 
the obvious, complementary to the people who take center stage in 
Bhabha’s vision, the study of literature can give pride of place to texts 
of both the “primary” and the “secondary” kind, in this case meaning 
both battlers poetry and all manner of commentary on this poetry 
and its social and cultural milieu. Needless to say, I am not suggesting 
that history, anthropology and so on do not draw on literary, 
commentarial and other texts in their own ways, or that literature 
and society are neatly disentangleable. But while the diversification 
of literary studies has spawned many approaches that focus on other 
things than the text, the field retains its inclination and its ability to 
enshrine texts for their own sake and engage with them on their own 
terms, and it has developed machineries to this end that can be 
conjoined with tools taken from other disciplines.
Furthermore, while type 3 has often been associated with 
processes that do not presuppose identifiable translators, once 
literature is involved, type 3 can equally be seen to materialize in 
results—say, books or films—that do in fact feature people who take 
on this status, be they critics, scholars, editors, directors, publishers 
or other players. This adds to the richness of the material that the 
analysis can draw on. Also, with reference to what I have called 
moments of synergy above, interlingual translators can be cultural 
translators as well, and the genre of poetry presents especially 
interesting questions of interlingual translation (Bassnett 2014, 88, 
123). Honing in further on the subject matter of this essay, the 
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contemporary mainland-Chinese poetry scene offers promising 
material because of its diversity and dynamism. Interactions between 
its various “departments” draw attention to issues such as transfer, 
conflict and transformation as building blocks of cultural translation, 
and the interactions of battlers poetry and the avant-garde are a case 
in point.
But do we need the notion of cultural translation to examine 
what happens between battlers poetry and avant-garde poetry? What 
is its added value? Or, to empathize with type 3’s detractors, will an 
analysis that focuses mostly—though not exclusively—on processes 
that unfold within Chinese and within China not contribute to an 
inflationary use of the notion of translation? Wouldn’t “interaction” 
or “discursive dynamics” suffice?
First of all, I find Bachmann-Medick’s depiction of translation 
as an analytical category across the humanities compelling and 
stimulating. And the fact that it enables reflection at a high level of 
abstraction and across a vast landscape of knowledge production 
does not diminish its value for negotiating a variety of data on the 
ground in a field such as Chinese studies, or literary studies, or the 
study of Chinese literature; and for connecting the dots toward a 
whole that is more than the sum of its parts. With no apologies for 
the cliché, which says exactly what I mean.
Second, the etymological reading of the word “translation” and 
its kin in some other European languages as the process or the result 
of “carrying across” or being “carried across” works well for the 
present context. I am aware that “translation” read thus is a 
metaphor—not just when used for type 3 but equally for its more 
conventional use, in the sense of “translation proper” ( Jakobson 
1959, 233); and that it is a particular, Eurocentric metaphor that 
holds no claim to anything like universal theoretical applicability 
(Chesterman 2010, 104; Tymoczko 2010, 107–8). But the way in 
which it operates in the analysis below lays no such claim. What is 
more, in battlers poetry, translation can be seen to occur in ways that 
are less metaphorical and indeed fairly literal, for instance in the 
“carrying across” of its texts from individual, subaltern channels of 
publication and dissemination to institutional, elite ones, and in the 
physical migration and transformation of people.
Third, the phenomenon of battlers poetry is in fact very much 
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about people as well as texts, and intimately linked as such to the 
issues of migration that inform Bhabha’s original proposal of type 3. 
Even if the battlers are domestic migrants, their ordeal is similar to 
that facing many international migrants, from the forces that move 
them (economic need) to bureaucracies of entry and exclusion (with 
the urban household registration as the counterpart to a visa for 
crossing international borders) to legal rights (residence, work, 
services) and to the experience of displacement and moments of 
oppression and resistance. Their story adds to the argument for 
deploying the notion of cultural translation, which Michael Cronin 
points out is “above all an initiation into unsuspected complexity” 
that can help “restore multidimensionality and complexity to the 
lives of human beings who [are] deemed to be instantly intelligible as 
‘gay’ or ‘woman’.” Here, for gay or woman, read “Chinese migrant 
worker” (218).
And fourth, the clichéd image of various parties in the discourse 
on battlers poetry as speaking different languages is in fact not at all 
far fetched. Yes, metaphor, yet again (and where would we be without 
it). Rather than, say, the erasure of Chinese regional languages by 
Mandarin, what I mean here is the incommensurability of divergent 
conceptualizations and experiences of poetry on the part of different 
practitioners, commentators and facilitators.
There is an enormous amount of Chinese-language material on 
battlers poetry, published through channels that range from private 
blogs and unofficial 民間 and official 官方 journals to individual 
collections, mutiple-author anthologies and scholarly monographs 
put out by reputable presses. For this essay, I draw on several salient 
moments in its emergence.
Translated People
There is not necessarily a one-on-one, clean equation of Bhabha’s 
“third space” of postcolonial migration where, in Salman Rushdie’s 
words as invoked by Bhabha, “newness enters the world” on the one 
hand (1994, 312, 324), and the situation of poetry-writing migrant 
workers in postsocialist China, on the other. For one thing, the 
discourse surrounding battlers poetry has not tended to portray 
battler existence as creating “newness” beyond cultural production of 
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a kind that is not automatically associated with the social group in 
question. Also, this poetry expresses despair-plus-protest but also 
determination-plus-loyalty—to one’s family, to China—and these 
expressions take shape within the borders of the motherland, literally 
and otherwise: in terms of language, culture and claims to the right 
to native belonging, even if this right is denied. At the same time, 
Bhabha’s notion of in-betweenness, paralyzing as well as empowering, 
captures a core image of “the city you can’t stay in and the village you 
can’t return to” 留不下的城市，回不去的鄉村, a catchphrase seen in 
multiple varieties in battlers poetry and commentary, and in media 
coverage of the migrant worker population at large.3 The image 
speaks not only to concrete socio-economic challenges such as 
insufficient resources to start a family, but also to issues of identity. 
As such, another saying of Rushdie’s might not be out of place 
here, even if it has a different context in the original, where it refers 
to postcolonial, international migration: it makes a cruel kind of 
sense to call the Chinese migrant workers “translated people.” The 
distances separating them from home can be vast, and the differences 
between countryside and city culture are profound in all spheres of 
life. Maria Tymoczko disapprovingly cites Rushdie’s famous 
statement that “borne across the world, we are translated men” in her 
rejoinder to Boris Buden and Stefan Nowotny’s discussion of cultural 
translation (106–8). (Her disapprovement concerns not just Buden 
and Nowotny’s argument but also Rushdie’s gender bias.) Trivedi 
disapprovingly cites it in taking issue with Bhabha (282). Bassnett 
cites it without taking sides (2013, 343). To be sure, the image only 
works if one accepts the basics of type 3 as outlined above, which 
Tymoczko and Trivedi do not and Bassnett does, observing as she 
does that Bhabha’s vision of cultural translation as an “identity shift” 
has been influential. 
Further to the image of the migrant workers as translated 
people, for those among them who have so remarkably turned to the 
writing of poetry—from within modes of subsistence that tend to 
3　This holds especially for the expression’s first half: “the city you can’t blend 
into” 融不進的城市, “the city you can’t take root in” 扎不下跟的城市; 
also with 呆不下 and 待不下 for 留不下, with 農村 for 鄉村, and so 
on. For a recent example in the general media, see https://tinyurl.com/
ybwusua2 .
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leave one with little time outside work, meals, sleep and shall we say 
survival—one may ask whether their adoption of the genre is 
primarily instrumental or expressive. In other words, is their poetry a 
form that happens to be taken by their efforts toward changing their 
individual lives and affecting social change at large—and if so, does 
this mean they will stop writing once change arrives? Or are they 
poets in something like an innate sense, whose material happens to 
come from, or whose talent is triggered by, the migrant worker 
experience? As it turns out, both scenarios are in evidence. And of 
course there is no need to put the question in binary terms. What 
matters is that after these people leave home and enter the landscape 
of migrant labor in what is for many a harrowing transformation of 
their lives, their turn to literary writing in the public realm can be 
considered a second moment of translation—especially if they are 
successful. 
Xie Xiangnan
One of the earliest authors for whom this holds is Xie Xiangnan 謝湘
南 (b. 1974).4 In the early 1990s, not quite having finished senior 
high school, Xie left his hometown in the Hunanese countryside to 
find work, first in Zhejiang and later in Shenzhen, where he did 
menial factory work for five years or so, except for a half-year period 
when he was nighwatchman at a library. He had actively sought this 
job because of his love of reading, with an interest in foreign literature 
(which he reads in Chinese translation) that stands out as fanatical 
even on the very internationally oriented Chinese poetry scene. 
Xie started writing in earnest during his first years as a migrant 
worker. As early as 1995, he won an award in a poetry competition in 
Shaanxi and took a correspondence course in creative writing at the 
Lu Xun Literary Institute. Having submitted some of his work to the 
national flagship Poetry Journal 詩刊 in 1997, he was invited for the 
journal’s annual Youth Poetry Conference 青春詩會, which has 
boosted the careers of many contemporary poets since the early 
1980s, including canonized avant-garde authors such as Han Dong 
4　In addition to biographical notes accompanying his publications, this 
portrait of Xie Xiangnan draws on personal communication with Xie in 
December 2016 and May 2017.
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韓東, Yu Jian 于堅 and Zhai Yongming 翟永明. Xie recalls the 
conference as a memorable event. Gathered at the Central Institute 
for Socialism in Beijing, a dozen young poets worked together in 
small groups for three days, receiving feedback and reworking their 
poetry with the guidance of several of the journal’s editors. The 
program included a night out at the ballet, and Xie fondly recalls the 
opportunity to “go browsing in bookstores and buy poetry books” 逛
書店，買詩集 in the capital. As a palpable result of the conference, a 
generous selection of his work was published in Poetry Journal in the 
spring of 1998. While battlers poetry as a genre was not yet the hot 
topic it would become in the early 2000s, the subject matter of the 
poems in question is directly related to the hard lot of the migrant 
workers, with descriptions of physically heavy work under harsh 
conditions and so on, and Xie’s bio identifies him as “currently 
dagong-ing in Shenzhen” 現在深圳打工. 
Xie’s publication in a national journal helped him leave the 
battler life behind, and he has held more or less stable employment as 
an editor and journalist since 1998, with a Shenzhen household 
registration, opportunities for travel abroad and so on. He is a 
member of the Writers Association, having joined the Hunan branch 
in 2002 and the Guangdong branch in 2006. Xie says, in as many 
words, that writing “changed his life” or indeed “changed his fate” 改
變了自己的生命. That said, his original Poetry Journal publication 
reaffirms that a binary classification of battlers poetry as either goal-
oriented activism with line breaks or innate poethood that draws on 
the migrant worker experience is of little use, in this line of verse: “a 
poet stands in front of the job bazaar’s electronic screens” 一个詩人站
在人才市場的電子屏前 (1998, 6, emphasis added). 
On that note, while much of Xie’s early work is about battler 
existence, his later poetry frequently reflects on language, poetry and 
writing; and, crudely speaking, there is an appreciable shift from 
seriousness in the general direction of irony. Xie is unhappy about 
the stubbornness of the label that makes him a battler poet—pointing 
out, for instance, that he declined when asked to join the editorial 
team of a groundbreaking unofficial battlers poetry journal I will 
discuss below, and displaying visible annoyance at a (self )image of 
the avant-garde as holding a monopoly over literary innovation. As a 
matter of fact, he has a collection (2012) in a series of post-70 70後 
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poetry that was edited by Zang Di 臧棣, who is as avant-garde as it 
gets. All told, his story is an example of the transformative power of 
writing in the lives of authors who turn to literature from inside a 
battler’s existence, and of the role official and ultimately state-run 
institutions can play in this process.
Zheng Xiaoqiong
Zheng Xiaoqiong 鄭小瓊 (b. 1980) is perhaps the most striking 
example of a twice-translated person in this sense.5 Born and raised 
in Nanchong, Sichuan, she trained and worked as a nurse before 
migrating to Dongguan in 2001. She started to write poetry and 
essays while doing menial work in a string of factories, and developed 
a singular voice that lays out intense descriptions of the (gendered) 
body punished by factory work. Her poetry conjoins an original, 
effectively insistent literary style with an activist agenda, particularly 
on behalf of female (migrant) workers. Her talent was soon 
recognized, first by fellow battler poets and then by professional 
critics. 
Zheng, too, attended Poetry Journal’s Youth Poetry Conference, 
with the Dongguan municipality paying for her trip to the 2005 
edition, held in and around Urumqi; in terms of cultural production, 
battlers literature had become Dongguan’s claim to fame. In 2006, 
the municipality funded time off from factory work for Zheng to 
write, and she finished her first book of poetry, The Jute Mountains 
黃麻嶺. Her breakthrough to nationwide fame came in May 2007, 
when she received an annual essay prize from People’s Literature 人民
文學. In fall 2008 Zheng partook in a training program for migrant 
worker authors at the Guangzhou-based journal Artworks 作品. At 
the end of the program she was offered a temporary job at the journal, 
which was converted to a permanent position in late 2009. She joined 
the Writers Association at the national level in 2010. 
There are those who hold her career moves against her, pointing 
5　Biographical information on Zheng Xiaoqiong is widely available, as she 
features in an overwhelming number of publications. This thumbnail 
portrait particularly draws on the afterword to Zheng 2012, Cheng and 
Pan 2007 and personal communication with Zheng in December 2016 
and May 2017.
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to reports in the media that she had earlier declined to join the 
Association’s Dongguan branch after receiving the People’s Literature 
award because she felt she belonged with the factory workers.6 In this 
view, Zheng’s employment at the influential, mainstream Artworks 
and her Association membership disqualify her from representing 
the battlers or their poetry in any way. First of all, according to 
Zheng, the matter was misreported (2007). She had in fact been a 
member of the Dongguan branch for several years prior to receiving 
the People’s Literature award. All she had declined was employment 
in the office of the Dongguan branch, not least because this would 
interrupt an ongoing project in which she was documenting 
individual stories of battler existence. More to the point and quite 
aside from the prospect of fulfilling work and a steady income that 
the Artworks job offer must have entailed, comments such as those 
described above deny a public figure the right to make her own 
decisions. They may be explained by Zheng’s status as an icon of 
battlers poetry and more generally the comfort of stereotypes. The 
battler poet as the noble savage, whose pristine motivations will be 
soiled by social mobility? Zheng still work at Artworks today, since 
late 2016 as vice-editor in chief, and continues her activism on behalf 
of female workers, for which the journal gives her time.
Zheng’s media presence in China is nothing short of spectacular. 
She is, quite simply, a celebrity, and the best-known battler poet 
inside and outside China, together with Xu Lizhi 許立志, to whom 
we turn below. She remains deeply committed to the betterment of 
migrant workers’ lives, offering counsel and support to female 
workers and publicizing their cause, as in her captivating Female 
Workers: A Record 女工記 (2012). In a deeply personal afterword, she 
writes about studying a systematically abused population that is 
underprivileged in terms of gender as well as class, and writing about 
them in poetry. At the same time, Zheng claims the space to develop 
and change as a poet, not by dissociating herself from battlers poetry 
but by branching out in new directions, such as the exploration of 
her family history in her latest collection Rose Manor 玫瑰莊園 
(2017). In all, just like Xie Xiangnan’s, her story shows that in the 
battlers’ world, the determination to write can be a literally life-
6　 Observed during fieldwork in China.
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changing, transformative force—again, especially with state 
support—even if this holds for precious few among the hundreds of 
millions of migrant workers.
Xu Lizhi
Tragically, Xu Lizhi’s (1990–2014) fame is based on his suicide as 
much as on his writing.7 Growing up in Jieyang, in rural Guangdong, 
after graduating from high school he had jobs on and off in his 
hometown and in Guangzhou. He started publishing poetry on a 
blog in 2010 and moved to Shenzhen in 2011. There, he was a worker 
at the local Foxconn plant, first on the assembly line and later in 
logistics. What we know of Foxconn and what Xu writes in his poetry 
suggest that he must have found work at the factory mentally and 
physically unbearable. Like Xie, he had always been drawn to 
literature, and he tried to find work that would allow him to escape 
from the terror of the shopfloor and develop this interest further, but 
to no avail. When his contract ran out early in 2014, he moved to 
Jiangsu, but he returned to Shenzhen, and to Foxconn, in September 
2014. A few days after being rehired, he jumped to his death from an 
office building close to the plant. Foxconn’s reputation for a grueling 
labor regime and frequent employee suicides, the image of a young 
poet ending his life and the growing visibility of battlers poetry were 
a powerful mix that led to an explosion of publicity in China and 
abroad.
After his death, Qin Xiaoyu 秦曉宇, to whose involvement with 
battlers poetry I will return below, took it upon himself to edit an 
individual collection of Xu’s poetry. With the help of crowdfunding, 
this book was published by the Beijing-based Writers Press in March 
2015. It is called A New Day 新的一天, after the otherwise empty, 
posthumous Weibo post that had reached Xu’s followers at midnight 
on the day of his death. Xu is consensually considered to be among 
the best of the battler poets, an appraisal to which I subscribe, but the 
book is of uneven quality, for the simple reason that Qin appears to 
have opted for completeness over selection. It contains about two 
7　Biographical information on Xu Lizhi is widely available, as he features in 
a large number of publications. This portrait particularly draws on Nao’s 
blog 2014, Xu Lizhi 2015 and Strittmatter 2015.
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hundred poems, and its sheer size and the fact that it was published 
at all, and by such an authoritative press, were doubtless occasioned 
by Xu’s suicide; and perhaps by the fact that this was not just a poet’s 
suicide, a phenomenon that has been sadly frequent in contemporary 
China, but a battler poet’s suicide. Lugubriously, A New Day 
embodies the turn to literature from inside battler existence as a 
death-changing event, posthumously transformative, just like the 
outrage triggered by Xu’s death that had earlier swept through the 
media and contributed to the cultural translation of battlers poetry 
at large.
Texts in Transit
The header of the present section is an attempt at summarizing battler 
poetry’s wild ride through its various channels of publication. 
Moments of mobility, transfer and transformation are linked in an 
itinerary that moves from scattered to organized, from print to 
online, from unofficial to official, from generic anthologies to 
individual collections, from practitioners to various observers with 
their various interests—government officials, academics, professional 
editors and publishers, media—and from intralingual and domestic 
to interlingual and international.
Battlers poetry began to be written in the mid-1980s and to be 
published from the mid-1990s (Xu et al 2007, 497). Initially, this 
was mostly in unofficial, occasional print publications such as 
company journals and handouts circulated at poetry readings. 
Toward the end of the decade, as individual poets increasingly 
submitted their work for official publication, it began to feature 
more frequently in mainstream literary journals such as Poetry 
Journal. Official recognition of battlers literature as a genre was in 
evidence in an anthology sponsored by the Shenzhen municipal 
government and edited by cultural official Yang Honghai 楊宏海, 
called Battler World: The Surge of Youth and the Literature of the 
Battlers 打工世界： 青春的湧動，打工者的文學 (2000a). 
While literary and publishing professionals and cultural 
officials were thus involved from a relatively early stage, the trajectory 
of battlers poetry equally foregrounds the agency of the practitioners 
themselves, i.e. of migrant workers. The year 2001 saw the founding 
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of The Battler Poet 打工詩人 in Huizhou, Guangdong. A grassroots 
initiative, this print journal in tabloid format was edited by Xu Qiang 
許強 and a dozen others in different constellations over the years 
from 2001 to 2011, when it was renamed Battlers Poetry 打工詩歌. It 
continues to appear today, at irregular intervals. With roughly two 
issues per year and featuring contributors from throughout the 
country, The Battler Poet was a structural, dedicated and sustained 
effort to survey and publicize battlers poetry, and to record this 
poetry and the social realities it reflects for posterity. Such a record 
was not going to materialize automatically in bookstores and libraries, 
since battlers poetry had thus far largely operated outside official 
publication channels. The Battler Poet was itself an unofficial 
publication, and very influential.8 The editors’ claim that the journal 
led to the establishment of battlers poetry as a recognized literary 
genre is convincing (Xu et al 2007, 497–501, 502–10). 
After The Battler Poet, a next phase in battler poetry’s print 
publication trajectory was ushered in by the publication in 2007 of 
The Best of Chinese Battlers Poetry, 1985–2005 1985–2005年中國打
工詩歌精選, edited by Xu Qiang, Luo Deyuan 羅德遠 (who had also 
been a regular on The Battler Poet’s editorial team) and Chen 
Zhongcun 陳忠村 and published by the Pearl River Press. Since 
2009, Xu, Luo and Chen, and later Xu and Chen, have produced 
several later editions each covering one or two years, published by the 
Shanghai Literature and Art Press and the Changjiang Literature 
and Art Press, both higher in the pecking order than the Pearl River 
Press. This may testify to growing recognition of battlers poetry as an 
established genre that is becoming part of literary history, or to the 
availability of private sponsorship—a widespread phenomenon on 
the poetry scene—or to both. As the first of these officially published, 
canonizing books by practitioners, the 2007 anthology is a true gem, 
covering a full two decades and tracing battlers poetry to its earliest 
origins in the 1980s.
The Best of Chinese Battlers Poetry 1985–2005 opens with a 
8　In contemporary Chinese poetry, the importance of unofficial journals 
can hardly be overestimated. Scholarship to date on unofficial journals has 
mostly focused on avant-garde poetry, but some of the relevant issues and 
terminology apply to battlers poetry as well. See, for instance, van Crevel 
2007 and Edmond 2006.
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large fold-out cartoon called “The Battler Panorama” 打工全圖 that 
cheerfully depicts the mad havoc of urbanizing China. It features 
iconic places in migrant worker life such as a construction site, a 
factory, a foot care—or, sex work—parlor, a store selling bedding 
bags and the railway station, and a scene depicting a worker 
threatening to jump off a highrise luxury hotel unless all battlers are 
given their back pay right away. The cartoon is partially reproduced 
on the book’s front and back covers, where the anthology’s title is 
accompanied by three keywords that seem to dangle from the three 
horizontal strokes in a huge character 年 ‘year’ whose size accentuates 
the length of the historical period the book sets out to cover: 
“Vocation” 使命—“Responsibility” 責任—“Record” 記載 (with 
“record” in the sense of documentation). Inside the book, after an 
impressive series of handwritten support statements from established 
official literary journals (noted here because it will resurface below) 
and prior to the table of contents, the reader encounters forty 
uniform portrait photographs of the contributing authors lined up 
across two full pages, pictured as side-perforated roll film. Together, 
the cartoon and the portraits present a moment of visualization that 
synergizes with the book’s textual content to assert and perform 
battler identity.
In addition to a wealth of poetry, printed in small type on close 
to four hundred pages, the anthology contains about a hundred 
pages’ worth of commentary. The commentary section opens with 
several essays by Liu Dongwu 柳冬嫵, a prominent member of the 
battlers poetry community and one of the earliest, most productive 
and most authoritative voices that have made themselves heard on 
the subject (e.g. 2006, 2012). If the essays by “famous people” 名家 
selected for inclusion in the anthology also turn out to be somewhat 
partisan, this makes perfect sense. This book is an aggressively activist 
intervention on behalf of battlers poetry by its practitioners, not a 
critical stock-taking by outside observers. And predictably, those 
among the observers whose essays have been enlisted—including 
some of the literary and cultural officials and academics whose work 
we will consider in the next section—are supportive of the cause. The 
commentary section is followed by a retrospective “dossier” 檔案 on 
battlers poetry, comprising a “chronicle of major events” 大事記 and 
a table of contents for issues of The Dagong Poet to date. The latter 
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concludes the book, palpably marking its status as a transformation 
of the journal.
After Xu et al’s best-of books, other multiple-author anthologies 
of battlers poetry have appeared over the years. Constituting another 
step in battlers poetry’s publication trajectory, He Xuan’s 何轩 2010 
Chinese “Battlers Poetry”: A Critical Collection 中國「打工詩歌」輯
錄與評點 belongs in the genre of “appreciation dictionaries” 鑑賞辭
典, where the anthologizer-cum-critic—usually an academic or an 
academically trained editor—metes out praise through their selection 
of texts, and individual poems are accompanied by one or two 
paragraphs of commentary. Beyond the anthologies, starting in the 
late 2000s and especially in the 2010s, several poets whose rise to 
prominence has been associated with battlers poetry have had 
individual collections of their poetry officially published, even if 
these are not invariably presented as battlers poetry (or migrant 
worker poetry) as explicitly as the anthologies. Examples include 
Zheng Xiaoqiong, Xie Xiangnan and Xu Lizhi, the three poets 
discussed above, and Guo Jinniu, whom we will encounter below, but 
there are many more. 
The next step in this overview of publication trajectories takes 
us to another important anthology and into battlers poetry’s 
interactions with the avant-garde. Qin Xiaoyu’s My Poetry: Canon of 
Contemporary Workers Poetry 我的詩篇: 當代工人詩典, published in 
2015 by the Writers Press, is a big book and a fascinating instance of 
cultural production. Here, from a review essay in which I have 
discussed it at some more length (2017a), let me recall three points 
that pertain to the present analysis. First, while battlers poetry—or 
rural migrant worker poetry, as Qin prefers to call it—constitutes 
only part of My Poetry, it is at the heart of the book. Second, the 
anthology’s publication was followed in 2015–2017 by multiple 
single screenings throughout China and then nationwide release of a 
documentary film of the same name directed by Qin and Wu Feiyue 
吴飛躍, featuring several poets whose work is included in the book. 
Third, in terms of publicity for contemporary Chinese poetry, which 
is haunted by ineradicable lament over its “marginalization,” especially 
but not exclusively in avant-garde circles, Qin’s project was 
exceptionally successful—witness also the production, at breakneck 
speed, of an international edition of Qin and Wu’s film and an 
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English-language anthology of battlers poetry edited by Qin (2016), 
both following on from a long list of project-related events inside 
China that had started much earlier. An example of the latter is a full-
day event convened by Qin in Beijing in February 2015 that brought 
together numerous battler poets with other players on the 
contemporary poetry scene, with speeches by the poets in the 
morning program, an academic symposium in the afternoon and a 
poetry recital in the evening. Coverage of the event feeds directly 
into My Poetry. A full transcript of the morning and afternoon 
programs is included in the book (394–474) and the film opens with 
footage of the recital. 
In the present context, what matters is that at this point, battlers 
poetry is being anthologized and more generally being narrated (also 
in Qin’s extensive introduction to My Poetry, over sixty pages in 
length) by an ambitious editor who acts simultaneously almost like 
an agent or an impresario, and who is not a practitioner but a media-
savvy cultural entrepreneur—and, notably, whose own literary 
affiliation as a poet decidedly lies with the avant-garde. Unsurprisingly, 
in addition to enthusiasm, admiration and support mobilized 
through an effective social media presence among other things, the 
hullabaloo surrounding the book and the film included allegations to 
the effect that Qin was riding the cusp of battlers poetry for self-
promotion and private gain.9 
This ties into larger issues of ownership and (mis)appropriation, 
along a pattern that is well known for other literatures associated 
with particular groups as well, and may be summed up as the 
preposition game. Is battlers poetry by battlers, for battlers, about 
battlers or indeed of battlers, in an identificatory or even a possessive 
sense—or all or several of the above? Haun Saussy rightly observes 
that “[t]he person who proposes that cowboy poetry is poetry 
composed by cowboys has not begun to theorize” (15). But then 
again, if this person happens to be a cowboy, theorizing might not be 
their top priority. What’s more, in Chinese-domestic discourse on 
battlers poetry, the definition of the genre as poetry by battlers, 
usually coupled with the about variety, is in fact widespread among 
not just battlers but academics as well. 
9　 Observed during fieldwork; and see, for instance, Gao Ming 2015.
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Further to its publication trajectories outlined above, we should 
note that parallel to battlers poetry’s emergence and development in 
print, from around 2000, the internet has tremendously boosted its 
presence, reach and impact and raised connectivity, community 
formation and group consciousness among poets and readers. 
Initially this happened mostly through literary and news media 
websites. In the last ten years or so, individual blogs and other social 
media, especially WeChat, have become equally if not more 
important. Most of battler poetry’s best-known authors rose to 
prominence through their blogs, with Zheng Xiaoqiong and Xu 
Lizhi as two prominent examples. Mobile phones have rapidly 
become one of poetry’s most important habitats in China, and this 
holds especially for the migrant worker community, as a population 
with limited access to other cultural and media infrastructure.
In terms of cultural translation, first of all, there is a clear 
connection between these texts in transit, migrant worker poets as 
twice-translated people, and their transformative agency. This is 
manifest in the very decision to undertake literary writing—against 
the odds, so to speak—and to share this with others, and then in the 
DIY organizing by practitioners that leads to the “bottom-up” 
publication by Xu et al of first an unofficial journal, The Battler Poet, 
and then the Best of official anthology that emphatically asserts and 
performs battler identity. The anthology’s desire for formal 
recognition and the ambition to “carry across” battlers poetry toward 
the professional literary establishment are also in evidence in the 
support statements from official journal editors, flagged above, and 
in Xu et al’s later Best of editions and He Xuan’s Critical Collection. 
Next, Qin Xiaoyu’s engagement with battlers poetry in My Poetry fits 
the bill for type 3 cultural translation on multiple counts, including 
Pym’s notion of communication between cultural groups. It radically 
opens up and redirects battlers poetry—the poems themselves as well 
as the story of this poetry—and connects it with other media and 
other audiences than its home base, positioning it for interlingual, 
international translation in the process.
Commentary as Conflict
In relation to the diversity and dynamism of the poetry scene, I have 
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called attention to the power of poetry as a meme in Chinese cultural 
tradition that remains operational today (2017c). China is still a 
“nation of poetry” 詩國, even if the ways in which this is manifest 
have changed (cf. Inwood 2014). And in contemporary China, with 
the last two decades adding on the all-important dimensions of the 
web and social media, it is not just possible for wildly divergent texts 
and poetics to operate in the same public, almost transcendental 
discursive space called “poetry”; rather, they are expected to do so. 
The present section looks at Chinese-language commentary to 
investigate how battlers poetry enters this space—or, of course, how 
it is “carried across” into it, by a cultural official, a practitioner and 
self-taught critic and scholar, a journal editor who is also a highly 
placed literary official and several academics, all of whom become its 
identifiable cultural translators. Theirs are but a few voices from amid 
many more across a period of close to two decades, but they are 
representative of key components of a commentarial discourse that 
appears especially lively and sometimes polemical in the mid- to late 
2000s. One example is a special section on battlers poetry in a 2005 
issue of the monthly Debates in Literature and Art 文藝爭鳴, from 
which several of the commentaries reviewed below are taken.
A survey of the wealth of commentary that is available yields 
recurring flashpoints. I focus on issues that are most directly relevant 
to battlers poetry’s interactions with the avant-garde. At a 
fundamental level, the discussion revolves around two opposing 
poetics, here taken to govern expectations of not just literature but 
also, by extension, of commentary. In the one, which is Marxist in 
outlook with Maoist overtones at the more polemical junctures, 
literature and commentary are ideologically inflected reflections of 
reality in the service of social development before anything else. In 
the other, which we might call liberal in contemporary Chinese 
terms, they have a measure of autonomy and set their own discursive 
terms.
Any historical discussion of battlers poetry must recognize the 
role played by Yang Honghai, introduced above as the editor of 
Battler World.10 Widely credited with having invented the label 
10　 In addition to Sun 2014, ch. 7 and Yang Honghai 2011, this portrait of 
Yang Honghai draws on personal communication with Yang in May 
2017.
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“battlers literature,” Yang was one of its most impactful cultural 
translators from the mid-1980s to 2016, when he retired. Originally 
a teacher in the Chinese department at Jiaying College in Meizhou, 
Guangdong, he set up a research unit in the Shenzhen municipal 
government in 1985, having been assigned the task of adding 
“culture” to the economic boom that was getting underway. Over the 
years, realizing the significance of the growing battler population and 
what he perceived as their lack of a spiritual life, he organized public 
events that involved various cultural forms, ranging from music to 
body-building and prominently including literature. He helped build 
channels for its publication and more generally advocated for 
resources for the genre. 
At the same time he worked strategically toward cultural-
institutional and academic recognition of battlers literature, for 
instance by getting national-level official conferences on literature 
and art to convene in Shenzhen, which had previously counted as a 
backwater in cultural and academic terms. In the present context, in 
a long essay from 2000 we find Yang—by now an established voice in 
general media and to some extent in literary criticism—urging 
“literary circles” 文學界 to show more “solicitude” 關注 for the 
battlers, presumably meaning that specialist critics and academics 
should take it more seriously, because of where it comes from and as 
literature per se (2000b). His phrasing implies that to date, battlers 
literature has remained excluded from the space of “literature proper.” 
In effect, what Yang does at this moment and throughout his career is 
to demand for battlers literature the right of entry into this space, 
thereby contesting it and attempting to redefine it.
Liu Dongwu is another key figure, mentioned above as a 
contributor to Xu, Luo and Chen’s 2007 Best of anthology.11 Liu has 
left his mark on battlers literature from the mid-1990s to the present 
day. He has worked across genres but poetry appears to be his 
preferred genre, first as a practitioner and later as a critic and advocate. 
In the 1980s, in high school in a small town near Huaihe in Anhui, 
he was a poetry buff and memorized lots of the obscure poetry 朦朧
詩 that was all the rage at the time. In the early 1990s, unable to find 
11　 In addition to Liu Dongwu’s many publications (e.g. 2006, 2012), this 
portrait of Liu draws on personal communication with him in 
December 2016 and May 2017.
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work in the Huaihe area, he moved to Dongguan. He was a factory 
worker for several years, writing poetry himself, before turning 
himself into a freelance editor for various media outlets in the mid-
1990s and then, starting from the early 2000s, into a self-taught critic 
and scholar of battlers literature. The latter interest, which gradually 
became a career, was first prompted by the founding of The Battler 
Poet by Xu Qiang and company. In 2007, Liu set up the Dongguan 
Battlers Literature Training Center, as part of the Dongguan Institute 
for Literature and Art, under the aegis of the municipal Literature 
and Art Federation. Two years before, in a detailed review in Reading 
讀書 that marked his breakthrough on the national scene (2005a), he 
had been among the first to offer a detailed review of the poetry of 
Zheng Xiaoqiong.
Liu’s critical oeuvre contains regular, angry indictments of the 
avant-garde. In a 2002 article, he compares battlers poetry with the 
obscure poetry that inspired him as a teenager. At first glance, this is 
intriguing, for obscure poetry is generally seen as the foundation on 
which the avant-garde that Liu takes to task was built. But Liu makes 
the comparison in general terms—newness, significance, impact—
and presumably considers (later) avant-garde poetry as a corruption 
of (early) obscure poetry, and the latter as sharing with battlers poetry 
a core element of social concern as part of its motivation. He proceeds 
to attack the avant-garde aggressively, citing its Western and 
modernist outlook and its predilection for “language games” 語言遊
戲 (53), which he contrasts with the rough and ready nature of 
battlers poetry. He concedes that battlers poetry is still “unripe” or 
“immature” 不成熟的 and lacks “high-quality” 高質量 works to date 
(55), but he explains this by pointing to the extraordinarily difficult 
material circumstances of its authors, coupled with their youthful 
passion. From the perspective of cultural translation and the spatiality 
of metaphors of mobility, carrying across, transfer and so on, one of 
the article’s section headings stands out: “How far is battlers poetry 
still away from the palace of art?” 打工詩歌離藝術殿堂還有多遠? 
(56).
Also in 2005, in the battlers poetry special in Debates, Liu 
published one of the key texts in the commentarial discourse, titled 
“Spiritual Birthmark on the Journey from the Village to the City: A 
White Paper on ‘Battlers Poetry’” 从鄉村到城市的精神胎記：關於
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「打工詩歌」的白皮書. The article is at the core of a near-eponymous 
book he published a year later, in 2006. He opens with a tirade 
against the avant-garde, in terms that are comparable to those 
outlined above. He lambastes the avant-garde for its “formalism” 形
式主義, which he appears to use as a loose signifier for elitist text 
types. Through the generous citation of primary texts by a range of 
battler poets, the article doubles as a modest anthology. In retrospect, 
considering the genre’s publication history in later years, Liu’s 
discernment of important authors and his induction of them into the 
space—or, the “palace”—of mainstream cultural discourse are clearly 
in evidence. Some of the poetry in question addresses the plight of 
the migrant workers directly, without the ambiguity, private 
symbolism or defamiliarization of language that are associated with 
poetry in other settings. Hence, fascinatingly, the long poetry 
citations blend seamlessly into Liu’s commentarial narrative, blurring 
the distinction of text and commentary, or indeed constituting a 
poetry that is its own commentary.
Like Yang and other advocates of battlers literature, Liu 
Dongwu’s writings make extensive reference to the story of the 
migrant workers at large as one of profound social change that is 
unprecedented, not just in China but throughout the world, in terms 
of scope, speed, and impact on individual lives and the fabric of 
(Chinese) society. When, in 2005, he invites the philosopher Liu 
Dong 劉東 to write a preface for the book of whose manuscript the 
“Birthmark” article was an excerpt, the latter also takes his cue from 
this sobering bit of socio-historical background, starting from his 
personal memories of doing child labor. The article is called “The 
Subaltern’s Song” 賤民的歌唱, and Liu Dong explicitly references 
Gayatry Spivak in the body of the essay.12 China’s peaceful rise, he 
12　I have rendered both 底層 and 賤民 as “subaltern.” Dictionary 
translations of 底層 include “bottom” and “lowest rung,” but these 
don’t work well for notions such as 底層寫作 ‘subaltern writing.’ 
Dictionary translations of 賤民 include “untouchables,” “pariahs” and 
“people of the lowest caste,” and it has been used in the Chinese 
translation of Spivak’s famous question (1988). In the end, Liu Dong’s 
preface was published in Reading 讀書 and did not appear in Liu 
Dongwu’s book. According to Liu Dongwu, this was because of Liu 
Dong’s use of 賤民, which was unacceptable to Liu Dongwu but 
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holds, is possible only because the battlers, who are the lowest of the 
low but make up the foundation of society, are ready to put up with a 
cruel existence. (Incidentally, he thinks this is “what foreign 
sinologists find the hardest thing about China to get their head 
around” 外國漢學家最難搞懂中國的地方 [17].) City people, he 
says, including himself among them, should feel ashamed because 
they are largely ignorant of the battlers’ lives, and should be reading 
their poetry precisely for this reason. At the same time, he is worried 
that some of this poetry now appears to imitate the Europeanized 
diction that is common in mainstream poetry, and adamant that it 
put its resonance in the minds of its own constituency first and resist 
its assimilation by “superior strata” 優勢階層 in society (22). In all, 
Liu Dong appears pessimistic about the chance of truly subaltern 
poetry establishing meaningful connections with other departments 
on the poetry scene.
The battlers poetry special in Debates also includes a 
contribution by the journal’s then editor in chief Zhang Weimin 張
未民, vice-chairperson of the Jilin Province Literature and Art 
Federation and the Jilin Province Writers Association. Zhang 
launches a blistering attack on the “specialist” or “professional” 專業 
(56ff ) literary scene and the writing it produces, which he accuses of 
having lost touch with social reality. He describes battlers poetry as 
“using the force of life to the full” 用盡生存之力13 to “rattle the gates 
of literature” 敲打着文學之門 (56)—note, again, the spatial image. 
He sees it coming to the rescue through its ability to reconnect 
literature with less than glamorous sides to life in present-day China, 
where the migrant workers bear the brunt of exploitation that comes 
with the nation’s entry into domestic and globalized market 
economies. 
The latter point is valid in itself, but one wonders if this warrants 
the denunciation of “professional” literature in the early 21st century, 
especially in light of the way this has flourished and diversified in 
China after the Cultural Revolution. Zhang’s article is permeated 
which Liu Dong was unwilling to change (personal communication, 
November 2017).
13　 Here, from the various meanings of 生存 (subsist, exist, live, survive), I 
have opted for “life” with an eye to consistency with the translation of 
Zhang’s central trope, below.
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with a chilling, anti-intellectual sarcasm. This is visible in things like 
scare quotes around the word “writer” 作家 (57). I read these as 
questioning the integrity of literature as a profession in its own right 
as distinct from the spin-off of socio-economic reality or a humble 
toolkit for its ideologically correct depiction—or, as slighting the 
professional writer’s ability as a “maker” (the literal meaning of the 
Chinese term), when they are set off against the migrant workers. 
Zhang proclaims that outside their fetishism of so-called literature 
and so-called writing, these so-called writers live meaningless lives. 
In a shrill echo of Maoist views of literature, he accuses them of “self-
elitification” 自我精英化 and a “refusal to reform” 拒絕改造 (58). 
Throughout the article, his central trope is that of “life [from] inside 
writing” 在寫作中生存, for establishment literature, versus “writing 
[from] inside life” 在生存中寫作, the epithet he reserves for battlers 
literature.
Joining practitioner-critic Liu Dongwu and official-critic 
Zhang Weimin in Debates, Zhang Qinghua 張清华 contributes an 
article called “Writing Subaltern Subsistence: The Ethics of Writing 
in Our Time” 底層生存寫作：我們時代的寫作倫理. In addition to 
being an academic—Zhang was a professor at Shandong Normal 
University at the time, and has since moved on to the highly ranked 
Chinese department at Beijing Normal University—he stands out 
because his publications have generally been associated with avant-
garde poetry, which has been framed as battlers poetry’s primary 
Other in the discourse that is under scrutiny here. 
Zhang begins by calling the labels of “battlers poetry” and 
“battlers literature” into question, placing the texts in question in the 
larger framework of subaltern writing and in a longer historical view 
that centers around the question of modernity, bringing in 
comparisons with earlier moments in 20th-century China and with 
Europe at the time of the Industrial Revolution. He is skeptical about 
battlers poetry’s potential to effect social change and sees its role 
mostly as one of bearing witness to the present moment in history. In 
regard to the status of professional writers and intellectuals more 
broadly, his position presents a stark contrast with Zhang Weimin’s. 
Latching on to Mo Yan’s 莫言 notion of “writing from the perspective 
of the common people” 作為老百姓的寫作, he says that its subtext is 
that “the real common people” 真正的老百姓 simply do not have the 
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wherewithal to engage in literary writing (51). In other words, this is 
always going to fall to highly educated, socially privileged 
professionals—who, as he emphatically notes, do need to identify 
actively with the common people whose perspective they are 
supposed to take. 
If this is somewhat unexpected in light of Zhang’s long-standing 
association with the avant-garde, it does align with the importance 
he attaches to viewing literary matters in conjunction with the role of 
intellectuals. Toward the end of the article, however, he voices his 
misgivings in stronger terms, when he dishes out a moralizing critique 
of the current state of poetry written by professionals. This should 
certainly be taken as including the avant-garde and Zhang associates 
it with “middle-class pleasures” 中產階級趣味 and “abnormally self-
infatuated self-aggrandizement” 變態自戀的自我擴大. He calls this 
poetry “listless” 萎靡 and argues that it stands to benefit from the 
“impact” 衝擊 of battlers poetry, using a term whose English 
translations also include “lash” and “assault” (52). In all, the article 
presents a conspicuous ambiguity in that Zhang Qinghua’s record as 
an advocate of the avant-garde makes the charge of listlessness that 
much more damning.
The overall thrust of the battlers poetry special in Debates 
suggests that rather than a neutral or at least unprejudiced inventory 
of the discourse, it was a considered attempt to further the cause of 
battlers poetry as a legitimate presence in contemporary poetry at 
large, and subvert the authority of the avant-garde—which, as noted, 
includes many firmly established authors. And against the background 
of the widely publicized ordeal of the migrant workers and socio-
economic inequality, it is easy to see how advocating for battlers 
poetry and the avant-garde-bashing that comes with it naturally 
happen from the moral high ground.
In this light, Qian Wenliang’s 錢文亮 2007 article “Moral 
Blame and the Magic of Social Class: Thoughts on Poetry Criticism 
in Recent Years” 道德歸罪與階級符咒：反思近年來的詩歌批評 
presents a lone voice, and perhaps it is no coincidence that it was 
published in a local university paper rather than one of the larger, 
national journals. Qian rejects battlers poetry as a critical category, 
particularly because it has been made to accommodate starkly 
different oeuvres, and attacks commentators such as those discussed 
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above, who ascribe major powers to battlers poetry and level 
allegations of “formalism” against the avant-garde. He is dismayed by 
Zhang Qinghua’s classification of current poetry by professionals as 
middle-class pleasures, and, conversely and not unreasonably, casts 
doubt on what he sees as poet Lei Pingyang’s 雷平陽 unwarranted 
labeling as a subaltern author rather than a professional one. 
Qian recognizes the social injustice of the hard lot of the 
migrant workers but stresses the need for critical distance, and asserts 
that while text and commentary have important ethical and moral 
components, these should come from the poem and the poet 
themselves. He submits that ever since the early 20th century, Chinese 
poetry’s biggest problem has been its “passive following of reality” 被
動跟從現實 and the elevation of “reality” to the dominant criterion 
for “authentic” 真實 writing (7). This presumably refers to the 
politicization of literature at various moments and the “realities” it 
has tended to dictate, from the late 1920s escalation of the conflict of 
the Communists and the Nationalists to the war period and the 
Cultural Revolution. Qian’s core point about the current situation is 
that morality and emotion have sidelined literary expertise, leading 
to the simplification and polarization of critical discourse, and 
erasing the richness and diversity of avant-garde poetry.
In subsequent years, the debate continues. Many commentators 
take sides with battlers poetry. Examples include Zhao Jinzhong 趙金
鐘, Li Yunlei 李雲雷 and Liu Donghe 劉東河. Some gingerly attempt 
to maintain neutrality and assume a mediating role. Wang Shiqiang 
王士強 and Leng Shuang 冷霜, for instance, recognize the formidable 
presence of battlers poetry as a literary phenomenon but point out 
that textual-critical engagement with it remains superficial—thus 
just about managing to reaffirm the importance of poetry’s 
relationship with reality without discrediting the avant-garde. A 
small number take sides with the avant-garde, if only by lamenting 
that poetry itself is at risk of disappearing in the dust clouds of this 
turbulent phase in the endless debate over its social engagement (in 
the Sartrean sense), rendered in Chinese as its “involvement in 
reality” 介入現實. Luo Xiaofeng 羅小鳳, who speaks of poetry being 
“hijacked” 綁架 by reality in an incisive article, is a case in point. She 
is also the single female commentator cited here, which reflects a 
structural gender imbalance in who gets to speak on the contemporary 
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Chinese poetry scene in commentarial and organizational terms, 
quite aside from the recognition of women’s poetry as an important 
textual category (van Crevel 2017c).
The image that emerges from this sampling is one of commentary 
as a site of conflict involving practitioners, cultural officials, editors 
and academics, and the debate perpetuates contestations of modern 
Chinese poetry that have raged ever since its inception in the early 
20th century. On balance, it is marked by widespread skepsis regarding 
the commensurability of battlers poetry with the avant-garde, in line 
with the opposition of Marxist/Maoist and liberal poetics. An 
authentic poetry’s sensitivity and relevance to social realities as 
encountered by an underprivileged majority, preferably achieved 
through the poet’s personal experience, is pitted against the affected 
mumblings of a sheltered intellectual elite. Or, depending on where 
you stand, sophisticated cultural production is defended against the 
assault of unsophisticated, activist noise that arrogates the status of 
literature. The conflict plays out further in associated visions of 
literary language as accessible and “Chinese” versus abstruse and 
“foreign,” or, from the opposite point of view, clumsy and clichéd 
versus elegant and original. Directly linked to this is the question of 
literature’s relation to national identity, where battlers poetry’s claim 
to Chineseness and to a native heritage of poetry as indicting social 
injustice—regularly invoking a somewhat unambiguous reading of 
the Book of Songs 詩經 (e.g. He Xuan 2010, v)—has an easy edge over 
the avant-garde’s generally cosmopolitan outlook. 
By and large, in the public realm, the rhetoric of the advocacy of 
battlers poetry overpowers that of the defense of the avant-garde 
(except, perhaps, inside closed-off settings that are generally 
supportive of the avant-garde: during fieldwork in China, for 
instance, I observed that conversations on battlers poetry conducted 
at some academic conferences tended to be less sympathetic and 
diplomatic than written discussions in published material). Notably, 
one image that somehow bridges the gap and is embraced on both 
sides is that of battlers poetry as marked by high social significance 
and low aesthetic value. This is not necessarily the whole story, but 
one can see where it comes from and why it doesn’t automatically 
offend those who align themselves with battlers poetry. Depending 
on one’s poetics and allegiances, low aesthetic value can be a badge of 
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pride as well as a disparagement.
At the core of commentary as conflict lie un-translatability and 
the maintenance of foreignness more than anything else, with 
untranslatability in Bhabha’s sense as “the resistance of the migrant,” 
but also in Wolfgang Iser’s sense, “not just for ‘the encounter between 
cultures’ but also for interactions within cultures,” as “the use of 
cultural difference to change the way descriptions are produced”— 
description of poetry, for instance (Pym 2014, 149). Translation is of 
course not an on/off switch but a process and a force field, and 
translatability and untranslatability are not absolutes. Rather, 
untranslatability can signify that an expectation of translation 
remains unfulfilled or an assumption of translation proves false, 
when no translation is undertaken, or translation is undertaken but 
breaks down, remains incomplete or indeed reverses course. Here, 
the added value of mobilizing the notion of cultural translation lies 
precisely in the imaginative power of such negatives. 
Commentary as a site of conflict has several other dimensions 
that merit detailed investigation in future research. There are, for 
instance, striking semantic parallels between the opposition of avant-
garde versus battlers on the one hand, and the long-standing frictions 
between what I have called elevated and earthly aesthetics within the 
avant-garde, on the other (2008, ch. 1, ch. 12). The earthly camp has 
cultivated a kind of street cred in its subversion of elevated authors 
and texts, and one wonders how this would hold up if it were set off 
against battlers poetry in terms of things like “the authentic Chinese 
experience” of “the common people.” Another topic inviting scrutiny 
is that of battlers poetry’s interactions with state-sanctioned, official 
poetry, because these highlight transformations of the politically 
charged persona of “the worker” 工人 and their relation to cultural 
production. After all, the proletariat is different from the precariat.
Outside China
As noted above, Xu Lizhi made headlines in international general 
media and labor activism discourse, where accounts of his suicide 
were usually accompanied by interlingual translations of his poetry. 
The labor activism platforms in question included the China Labour 
Bulletin (CLB), with translations by Lucas Klein, and Libertarian 
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Communism (Nao’s blog), where “the translators” are not individually 
identified—which appears to be a considered choice motivated by 
the desire to present the translations as belonging to the collective, 
rather than an oversight. General media included dailies and weeklies 
such as The Washington Post and Time as well as highbrow publications 
like the London Review of Books (Tharoor, Rauhala, Sheng). 
I haven’t done a systematic survey for other languages than 
English, but I would also like to draw attention to the work of Kai 
Strittmatter, correspondent in China of the German newspaper 
Süddeutsche Zeitung. Not only did Strittmatter write an outstanding, 
long article on Xu Lizhi, with infinitely more depth than most other 
foreign media coverage (2015), but he had reported on the story of 
the migrant workers well before Xu’s death—and, he had done so 
with attention to their poetry, such as in an elaborate article on Guo 
Jinniu 郭金牛 (b. 1966) in 2013. Strittmatter’s work also presents a 
special case of cultural translation in that his essays on Guo and on 
Xu are written in a personal, get-under-your-skin style, with moral 
indignation jumping at the reader from the page. They sit somewhere 
between ostensibly objectifying types of journalism, activism and 
literary writing.
In and of itself, Guo Jinniu’s case is another instance of battlers 
poetry’s cultural translation outside China—and inside China, but 
here I focus on its forays abroad, after providing some context on 
Guo’s domestic rise to fame. Originally from Hubei, Guo first came 
to the Shenzhen-Dongguan area in 1994. An employee at the same 
Shenzhen Foxconn plant as Xu Lizhi, he was asked to install “anti-
jump nets” 防跳網 on the premises when suicide numbers rose in the 
early 2010s, an excruciating anecdote that is frequently rehearsed in 
writings on Guo, Chinese and foreign alike. When he partook in the 
2012–2013 first edition of the Artsbj International Chinese Poetry 
Prize 國際華文詩歌獎, he was given the First Book Award. The 
senior avant-garde poet Yang Lian 楊煉, who divides his time 
between London (and other places outside China, recently including 
Berlin) and Beijing was chairman of the vetting committee and a 
member of the selection committee. His international contacts were 
probably instrumental in securing the involvement of sixteen 
renowned poets from outside China as members of another body 
that is simply called “committee” and appears to be an advisory board 
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(Yang 2015, 180).
Yang was vocal in promoting Guo’s poetry not just in the Prize 
material, but also, along the same lines, in a preface he wrote for 
Guo’s Going Home on Paper 紙上還鄉, which came out in late 2014. 
An interesting moment of appropriation, or perhaps rather of 
transference, happens when Yang reflects on Guo’s powerful image 
of “a massively single number” 龐大的單數 for the huge body of 
migrant workers that is made up of countless individuals. “Using 
this to gain a perspective of existence,” Yang writes, “which of us is 
not a migrant worker?” 以此透視存在, 我們誰不是農民工? (3–4). 
A band around the book advertised it as “Rural migrant worker 
poet Guo Jinniu’s Chinese-style nostalgia” 農民工詩人郭金牛中國
式的鄉愁. Of course, as an appeal to national identity that is 
grounded in the migrant workers’ ordeal as a signature story of 
China today, “Chinese-style nostalgia” also inherently implies the 
possibility of an engagement beyond China’s borders. 
Subsequently, Yang unapologetically gave Guo a much larger 
number of pages than the six other poets in A Massively Single 
Number, a bilingual anthology named after Guo’s phrase that came 
out of the Prize, edited by Yang with English translations by Brian 
Holton and published in the UK in April 2015. Thus, Yang’s advocacy 
for Guo amid a group of award winners who also include established 
avant-garde poets such as Yu Jian and Zang Di coincides with Yang 
and Holton’s presentation of Guo to a foreign audience—in which 
Yang repeats the rhetorical question that makes everyone a migrant 
worker, now with reference to his own life in exile in a globalized 
world (3–4). In June of the same year, Guo attended the Rotterdam 
Poetry International festival. The festival is one of the longest-
running and best-known of its kind. Yang Lian has participated 
several times since 1991, and festival director Bas Kwakman sits on 
the advisory board of the Artsbj International Poetry Prize. One sees 
the next leg of Guo’s journey taking shape.
A third, major instance of international cultural translation—
encompassing interlingual translation, just like in the case of Guo 
Jinniu—occurs in festival screenings outside China since 2015 of 
Iron Moon, the international edition of Qin Xiaoyu and Wu Feiyue’s 
documentary film, and in the publication in 2016 of Iron Moon: An 
Anthology of Chinese Migrant Worker Poetry in the US, edited and 
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prefaced by Qin and translated, with an afterword, by Eleanor 
Goodman. I have elsewhere discussed this in some detail (2017a). 
Here, suffice it to say that the cultural translation of battlers poetry as 
embodied in Iron Moon, book and film alike, points in the same 
direction as it does in other representations of battlers poetry outside 
China. The book’s cover, for instance, has a photograph of Xu Lizhi 
encircled by the head of a screw that looks like a giant iron moon, 
after a famous poem by Xu that gave the book and the film their 
name, with a hellish-looking Foxconn plant in the background. This 
leads me to a final observation.
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World over Words, Always?
Just about every representation of battlers poetry I have seen begins 
with extensive reference to the world behind this poetry rather than 
the words in it. Many begin with a discussion of this world in its own 
right before poetry even enters the picture in any meaningful sense, 
beyond cutting the ribbon so the exposé on social injustice can kick 
in. This is unsurprising. In fact, it is almost unthinkable for battlers 
poetry to be framed otherwise, in Chinese and foreign contexts alike. 
Or is it? Perhaps we should reconsider, as a thought experiment 
that shakes up habitual assumptions of what poetry is, in order to see 
what else it could be, where and when and why. This would mean 
revisiting the easy dyad of high social significance and low aesthetic 
value, and extending beyond elite contexts the idea of engaging with 
literature on its own terms.
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